A DV E RTO R I A L

Miia Koponen is getting dating
right for the modern woman

M

iia Koponen, a dating expert with 12
years’ experience in the industry, has set
up her coaching business as a response to a very
traditional and outdated dating landscape that
still prevails in the UK.

Miia Koponen Coaching
creates bespoke solutions
for professional singles
who want to get better
and lasting results in
dating, relationships
and intimacy.

There is still a lot of dating advice out there
that condones outdated and sexist practises
that will not help people find equal and happy
relationships with others, let alone with
themselves. A recent article published by a
well-known male dating coach on how women
should become ‘Wife Material’ in order to attract
a man, strengthened Miia’s mission to challenge
the status quo and continue developing her own
brand and philosophy on equal dating.
As a child, Miia grew up in an environment
where these old-fashioned values were the norm.
She witnessed how her own parents’ relationship
was very much based on notions of ownership,
attachment and need, ignoring individual desire,
www.miiakoponen.com

and seeing marriage as something that everyone
merely ‘did’ without considering the alternatives.
After years of working with both female and
male clients, as well as her own experiences
with relationships, she has come to understand
that the traditional dating model that we have all
been conditioned to accept does not necessarily
work for everyone.
Miia has made it her mission to create a
healthier, happier and more equal dating and
relationship model by changing the way we
relate to those areas. She is a female entrepreneur
with a plan to shake up the UK dating industry
with a fresh and modern approach, and to help
people finally get dating right, for them.
Call or email Miia now to finally start getting
your dating right.
07970 980 442
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